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their legal and logical conclusion his own rights as metro-
politan and the privileges and exemptions of his order,1
Thus conclusions are impossible ; one can only emphasize
the diversity between the careers of the courtier-bishops ;
but at the same time, it is noteworthy that the adminis-
trative departments as such offered no specific experience
which would give insight into the needs of the Church.
The contrast between curiaks and episcopate is fundamental,
It is useful to remember, even when it is obvious, that
many of the royal clerks who left the court for episcopal
work had known other professional circles and earlier
attachments, or were prepared to begin a new way of life
and face church problems from a fresh angle. The ordinary
clerk of Henry III, working up through the household or
the exchequer, whose interests and opinions were circum-
scribed by his profession, would be, if made bishop, on
many an essential point, in direct opposition to the bishop
whose opinions had been formed by a study of canon law
and theology. The training in routine and business method
which he had obtained, and his constant contact with
politics, would certainly free him from the reproach
levelled against the simplex claustralis, that of being useless
in practical affairs. But the other possible influences of an
administrative training were certainly not regarded as
qualifications in the more enlightened opinion of the day.
Insight into political problems would encourage undue
mingling in secular affairs ; respect for and understanding
of the common law, as in the case of William Raleigh,
would lead to a flippant treatment of canonical claims, or
at least to recognition of the practical difficulties of the
as interpreted by Grosseteste.* A prelate
1 It partly explains, for example, why demands for ecclesiastical and adminis-
trative reform ran on parallel, not converging lines, and why the episcopate as a
body took no formative part in the events of 1258-65. Boniface himself perforce
left England in 1260 ; among the other bishops there were none who were not
partisan, or who were capable of effectively mediating. These latter * quieti et
voluntati utilitatique propriae consulaverunt \ See the whole passage in the Gesta.
Abbatum Sancti Albant (ed. Riley, i. 397, 398).
a Roberti GrosseUste Epistolae, p. 95.  In this letter Grosseteste repeats some
comments of William de Raleigh, a royal judge, later Bishop of Norwich, on his
former letter defending the canonical view of the legitimating of bastards (ibid.
p. 7*)'

